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Both were solid picks, but questions — especially in terms of Feinberg’s connections to Cuomo, her
critiques of New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio and her push for more police in the subways — ...
Editorial Roundup: New York
Welcome to Net Zero, your daily industry brief on clean energy and Canadian-resource politics. The
Lead Terry A. Doughty, a judge for the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Louisiana, ...
Net Zero: U.S. federal judge blocks Biden’s pause on oil leases
To the untrained eye, the scrubby slope off Wentworth Springs Road in the Eldorado National Forest
looks like any other patch of Sierra Nevada ridgetop. Tufted in native shrubs and flecked by
darkened ...
Scientists trying to make California forests more fire resilient
Earlier this year in January, CNN correspondent Sara Sidner broke down crying on live television
after reporting about COVID-19’s impact on minority communities from California.
CNN’s Sara Sidner, New York Times’s John Eligon discuss reporting on race
The I.R.S. almost never audits private equity firms, even as whistle-blowers have filed claims
alleging illegal tax avoidance.
Private Inequity: How a Powerful Industry Conquered the Tax System
When closest title rivals Leicester were summarily dispatched 4-0 at the King Power in a Boxing Day
blockbuster of a performance, even Liverpool's biggest doubters started to believe that a first ...
Premier League fixture dates which Liverpool's title rivals Man City, Man United and
Chelsea fear the most
Pulling a pistol from his waistband, the young man spun his human shield toward police. “Don’t do
it!” a pursuing officer pleaded. The young man complied, releasing the bystander and tossing the ...
U.S. military firearms keep disappearing, and some are being used in street crimes
The firm, modelled after Michael Ovitz’s Creative Artists Agency, had a new approach to venture
capital. Partners at Andreessen Horowitz, all of whom were considered area specialists, supported
...
Does Tech Need a New Narrative?
A woman walking to her car found them: two teenage girls, naked and dead in a sliver of woods
behind an apartment parking lot. They were facedown, side by side, as if placed there with care. “A
...
The Sergeant and the Serial Killer
Greek authorities busted a freighter carrying over $100 million worth of cannabis and the speed-like
drug Captagon, evidence of a booming Mediterranean drug trade fueled by Syria’s ...
Greek Captagon Bust Leads to a Criminal Gang and the Port at the Heart of Syria’s
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Booming New Drug Trade
It does cut against some basic physiology and dynamics where trees compete against each other,”
said Ramiro Rojas, assistant regional silviculturist for the Forest Service in California.<br/><br/> ...
How to Make California Forests More Fire Resistant
For decades, a string of killings of teenage girls haunted suburban New Jersey. A local investigator
began to wonder: Could there be a link to a series of infamous Times Square murders?
Long-Buried Secrets: The Serial Killer and the Detective
Monopolies pose dangers, and the one held by the world’s three top credit-rating agencies
(Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, Fitch) is no exception. These heavyweights are influential enough to
cause ...
It Is High Time to Implement a Major Reform of Credit-Rating Agencies
So in ranking this field, I disproportionately weighted driving distance and past U.S. Open
experience to try and figure out the top 21 going into the week at Torrey Pines. Incidentally, I didn't
give ...
2021 U.S. Open predictions, favorites: Ranking the top of the field from 1-21 at Torrey
Pines
Take a look at Muncie Mall's 50-year history, from a field on the outskirts of town through the rise
and fall of various retailers and trends.
50 years of Muncie Mall: A timeline of retail trends and turnover
When the Cubs swept St. Louis last weekend, they used seven relievers who worked a combined 10
1/3 scoreless innings, allowing only five hits as they reduced the bullpen ERA to 2.59, second only
to ...
Chicago Cubs Have Built A Deep Bullpen Without Big Spending
One of the web's most popular sites for providing movie ratings is Rotten Tomatoes, which
aggregates a percentage score for each particular movie, based on its Fresh versus Rotten review
calculator.
30 Movies With a 100 Percent Score on Rotten Tomatoes
Five Senate Republicans are urging the leaders of the Department of Health and Human Services
and the National Institutes of Health to hand over records related to the origins of COVID-19 and
China's ...
GOP senators call for HHS and NIH to hand over records on COVID-19 origins and Wuhan
lab
Legislative leaders created the racial equity panel in the wake of last year's nationwide racial
justice protests and police reform legislation.
Racial equity panel uses first hearing to build to-do list
Despite a lack of history together — just six all-time meetings — there are countless narratives to
follow in this series.
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